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Yes

This listing may be involved in an intangible item, a repair or maintenance service. Please be careful
and check the auction details prior to bidding.
This listing may be involved in an oil related item. Please be careful and check the details prior to
bidding.

■ Oribe Zaimei Aburatsubogata KakehanaIri vase vase Sen

CURRENT BID: 1 bid

TIME LEFT: ended

2,000yen

This auction has
ended.
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English ▼

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

Description of item

　Product Details

Frequency of use for taking over goods is unknown, but 

seems to not use products in a clean state. 

In all those attached to the image, 

there is a inscription on the bottom, but do not read. 

Height of about 10cm 

in the wooden box dirt, there is a magic writing on the bottom. 

Please refrain from the bid of a nervous person.

　Payment details

Simple settlement 

Rakuten Bank

　Shipping Details

- specification of the dispatch trader 

nationwide uniform 760 yen (in the case of the remote island shipping will vary) 

in the case of Okinawa Prefecture The shipping costs 1610 yen.

　Precautions

- the self-introduction column, please be sure to confirm. 

- Please withhold the more nervous one. 

· Bad evaluation If you have more than 10 percent, If you are more than 20 

will be canceled without notice, even after a successful bid. 

■ delivery method, about the postage principle, dispatch by the specification trade

r, packing costs in shipping, there is a case that contains the packing material purc

hase costs. 

Non-standard-size, even if you arrive or damage has occurred in the simple packing

in the case of the letter pack 

, please understand that it can not respond at all. 

■ About dispatch accident 

upper limit of the transportation insurance will be up to the same amount of money

the highest bid. 

Dispatch is when the accident happened, please contact me from the successful bi

dder to the nearest dispatching company sales office. 

Because you will need evidence, please store as it is without adding a hand in the c

ommodity. 

After checking the damage, to recover the goods, it will be the form to refund the

Translated to: English Show original Options ▼
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amount of money for a successful bid. 

Repair or alternative can not be basically. 

Telephone fees and charge for one's labor, you can not pay even be charged to oth

er expenses. 

If the accident has occurred it will result to hang trouble, but 

if you can not get your cooperation to situation settling please refrain from a bid. 

Insurance amount of money you can not repair and claims more than (the highest b

id). 

※ LP, if you arrive or damage has occurred in the assurance that there is no deliv

ery method, such as non-standard-size 

Please understand that it can not respond at all. 

■ For a missing item also products that are sold in other sales channels, after a su

ccessful bid or after the payment 

might be shortage of the commodity occurs.

If the missing goods after payment is discovered, we will refund the amount of mon

ey that is entrusted to us. 

Charge for one's labor, transportation, gasoline, costs and other expenses such as

phone bills you can not pay at all.

　comment

Please question before bidding if you have any questions.

+ + + This description of item is. Auction plate maker 2 It came out and created. + + + 

Nanba219.006.007

Th i hibi
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See mor

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See mor

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

JAUCE Stores (Commission 0¥)

Price: 2,600JPY Price: 1,500JPY Price: 500JPY Price: 1,

Japan: 27 November, 15:19 Delivery fee estimator  Service fee estimato
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